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qathet Climate Alliance acknowledges the traditional territory of the Tla’Amin Nation with deep respect and 
gratitude. The declaration from the Constitution of the Tla’amin Nation exemplifies the common interest we 
share in addressing the climate emergency.  We are together deeply committed to collaboration and learning.

‘Want to Contribute, ‘Have a Question, Join qCA or Donate?  … Contact Us:

www.qathetclimatealliance.ca 
https://www.facebook.com/reducingourcarbonfootprint

info@qathetclimatealliance.ca
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qCA – who are we?  
The original Climate Action Powell River 
Society was established in 2014 as a non-
profit society dedicated to reducing qathet 
region’s carbon and ecological footprints 
through conversation, education, 
reconciliation and activism. The new 
name, qathet Climate Alliance Society 
was adopted by the board in late 2021.
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The Need for a Plan

Jack Anderson, President, qathet Climate 
Alliance

There is a great deal more climate action happening 
everywhere you look. See the list in this issue of 
some of the articles that have been entered daily on 
our facebook page just to get a sense of the activity. 
Another huge source is the weekly WE-CAN newsletter. 
A few of our board members and a couple more local 
people have been getting involved and excited about 
that organization, which at last count has 227 member 
organizations from around the province. Their full name 
is the West Coast Climate Action Network and if you 
want to be inspired, take a look. Open the newsletter 
for many climate action options!

The intention of this journal is to give voice to the 
many dedicated environmental and social activists 
in the qathet region. So if you or your group have a 
message you would like to present to the community 
this is one place to do it. You will find some of this 
here today in the sixth quarterly edition of “CAPR-
icorn”, covering such current local issues as the 
name change, the mill clean up, recycling news and 
much more. 

The “information explosion” which we are all so aware 
of and are doing our best to protect our sanity from 
is a fact of life in modern times.  It is difficult if not 
impossible to stay on top of very much all the time and 
not healthy to boot. Nevertheless there are issues we 
cannot afford to ignore. Climate Change is one of 
them and there are others of equal gravity. Our group 
“qathet Climate Alliance” (qCA) was originally named 
Climate Action Powell River. We are dedicated to 
finding solutions that are appropriate in our community 
and contribute to the global fight against climate 

change. Somebody has to do it.  Many of you are 
doing other vital services in our community and we 
thank you and respect the diversity of the necessary 
and vital contributions you make. We also respect the 
people who want to contribute but due to personal 
battles or other circumstances cannot address the 
specific issues others are committing to. We are all in 
this together and doing what we can.

It is useful to have an idea of what it will take to protect 
ourselves and other living things from the looming 
climate catastrophe. Our organization has been 
exploring just that for almost eight years now. One 
of the major accomplishments in that time has been 
the Ecological Footprint study that was completed 
in 2018 and is ongoing today. It describes in detail 
exactly what the name implies. It breaks down our 
carbon footprint into all the categories we need to 
address such as transportation, heating, travel, 
food, etc. Most of the data was collected locally, 
but some is extrapolated from the wider context. It 
paints a clear picture of what we as individuals and 
our governments and institution need to do to reach 
a just and sustainable future. Some will say that it 
is already too late, but that is technically not true. 
Since we do not have adequate plans in place we 
are way too close to the point of no return. You have 
most likely heard this before, but what exactly is the 
bare minimum of change that will keep us within the 
boundaries of a sustainable future.

This is a long discussion, a very long discussion, but 
there is hope and there is guidance on what we as 
individuals can do about our own footprints, and must 
do to avoid serious future disruption. See the article 
in this issue taken from the Ecological Footprint study 
report and if we did what it recommends we would 
come close to the 2030 50% emission reduction target 
called for by the best science in the world today. It is 
however only part of what needs to be done, a small 
part, but it could help to shift the society in profound 
ways and it is arguably our ethical responsibility, to 
ourselves if nothing else.

The community needs a plan. We have the pieces 
but we don’t have a plan. Which candidates in next 
October’s municipal elections would suggest we 
make a plan that would be effective, affordable, 
just and be relevant to the scale of the existential 
threat the entire world is facing. Is that possible at 
all?  You may well be skeptical and for a vast array 
of reasons. Most people it seems don’t want to think 
about it and/or satisfy this need for hope by trying 
to do the small things that we frequently see in the 
“What can we do as individuals” column. Things like 
‘drive less’, ‘hang your laundry on a line’, eat less 
meat’, all good things, but if everyone in Canada 
did all those things, everyone…would it save us. 
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Greta At The Glastonbury 
Festival

JUNE 25, 2022

Greta Thunberg makes surprise appearance at the 
Glastonbury festival in the UK.
19-year-old activist warns world faces ‘total natural 
catastrophe’ unless citizens take urgent action.
“We are approaching the precipice and I would 
strongly suggest that all of those who have not yet 
been greenwashed out of our senses to stand our 
ground.
“Do not let them drag us another inch closer to the 
edge.  Right now is where we stand our ground.”
Drawing cheers of approval, Thunberg blamed world 
leaders for failing to halt the climate emergency and for 
creating “loopholes” that allow ecological destruction 
to go unchecked.
“It has not only become acceptable for leaders to lie 
– it’s almost what we expect them to do,” she said to 
applause.
She said it was time for society to start “creating 

Clearly not.  David Suzuki recently called for “radical 
change”. How do we do that?

Our small group of local people has a plan. We have 
considered it for about four years now and we still think 
it is the best one out there. Are you curious? We will 
outline it for you in the fall edition of this newsletter. It 

is meant to be a sample of what our community could 
strive for to become carbon responsible, sustainable 
and a model to other communities. In the meantime, 
have a look at the back cover page and give some 
thought to how you feel about our future and the 
direction we should take. Feel free to contact us if 
you want to discuss anything whatsoever.

Keep up to date and check out the most 
recent data on Earth System health: 

https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/
carbon-dioxide/

https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/
sea-level/

https://cl imate.nasa.gov/scientif ic-
consensus/

Our slogan this issue:

Climate activism is ultimately  
a spiritual pursuit

https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/carbon-dioxide/
https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/carbon-dioxide/
https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/sea-level/
https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/sea-level/
https://climate.nasa.gov/scientific-consensus/
https://climate.nasa.gov/scientific-consensus/
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Is white privilege a 
racist concept? 

by Cynthia Barnes

First of all a definition just to get us off on the right 
track,  thus: “the set of social and economic 
advantages that white people have by virtue 
of their race in a culture characterized by racial 
inequality”  Miriam Webster dictionary
A friend commented recently that she considered 
this to be a racist concept but to the contrary it is 
a useful concept that helps us to understand the 
extent to which we Canadians are racist or judge 
others on the basis of their skin colour. 
It can be difficult to know to what extent those 
who do not have light skin are impacted by white 
privilege.
But examples of our privilege are everywhere.  
We need only look.  In our parliaments: federal, 
provincial and municipal, most politicians are 
white.  Who leads the majority of companies in 
Canada?  I expect that the majority are white and 
male.
Do we of lighter skin worry about being pulled over 
by the police? No.   Do we take it for granted that 
job interviews or trying to rent an apartment will be 
pleasant and without prejudice.  Yes, likely.
Are polluting industries located in white 
neighborhoods or are they more common in 
neighborhoods where people of colour reside.  I 
would say yes to the latter.
Do first nations have equal access to clean water 
that other Canadians do?  No they do not.  Do they 
have a comfort level with their child’s schools that 
white Canadians do?  NO they do not.
I recently did the 23 and me DNA test. The results 
indicated that my DNA goes back to Neanderthal 
times.  At which time I highly suspect that my skin 
colour was not white.  We were and are all related.  
At one time we were all indigenous to a particular 

part of the globe; furthermore the concept of race 
has been discredited. Treating others differently 
because of their skin colour is just plain wrong.
“The science of genetics demonstrates that 
humans cannot be divided into biologically distinct 
subcategories”; and it “challenges the traditional 
concept of different races of humans as biologically 
separate and distinct. This is validated by many 
decades of research.” In other words, “race itself 
is a social construct,” with no biological basis.”  
Scientific American
I believe that we all know examples or have heard 
comments about newcomers to our country who 
happen to be from a different culture .  I know 
that we have heard stories about people in this 
community having been treated differently due to 
their skin colour.
The predominant culture in Canada has been 
determined by we Caucasians and sad to say 
this culture is responsible for the destruction of 
first nations people, culture, of animals, and clean 
water/oceans and trees.
It is a sad legacy and so white privilege in my view 
has not been something to brag about and yes it is 
a concept worth thinking about. 

hope” rather than waiting for it to arrive: “Hope is not 
something that is given to you. It is something you 
have to earn, to create. It cannot be gained passively 
from standing by passively and waiting for someone 
else to do something.
“It is taking action. It is stepping outside your comfort 
zone. And if a bunch of school kids were able to get 
millions of people on the streets and start changing 
their lives, just imagine what we could all do together 
if we try.”

She added: “These crises are the biggest story in 
the world. And it must be spoken as far and as wide 
as possible, as far as our voices can carry and even 
further still.
“It must be told in the articles, newspapers, movies 
and songs; at breakfast tables, lunch meetings, and 
family gatherings; in lifts and bus stops; and in rural 
shops … and music festivals like Glastonbury.”
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Let’s Talk Trash: 
Returning to a natural 
connection

It shouldn’t be surprising that the 
deeper we understand the natural world, 
the more we’ll respect it
Ingalisa Burns

We used to know the names of plants. More than 
that, we knew their many uses, whether it was an 
herb to reduce fever, a root to fight infection, or a 
leaf to mend bones.

The timing of the salmon run and location of wild 
asparagus patches were common knowledge. 
The backwoods were our grocery store and our 
pharmacy, and the price of a woven bag full of food 
and medicine was simply knowledge and time.

Each generation seems to have taken one step further 

from the call of the loon toward the hum of the city. It 
just might be, however, that some are returning.

The wisdom of our ancestors’ whispers are being heard. 
We are being invited back to the paths they walked. 
We are finding the inherent rightness of planting seeds 
in the soil, visiting berry patches and learning about 
natural remedies found in our backyards.

Many Indigenous peoples seem to speak about the 
natural world with a familiarity – an ease that comes 
from a deep knowing. Without passing this knowledge 
down to our children, it will be lost.

Fortunately, some are taking up the torch and 
becoming the keepers of nature’s secrets. Incredibly 
rich guidebooks are being compiled, hosting 
calendars for when herbs, berries, plants and fungi 
are best harvested along with their uses.

There has been a revival in our thirst to better 
understand the natural world we live in. Herbology 
classes, mycology clubs and seed exchanges all hint 
at our curiosity being stoked.

Perhaps we are beginning to see the importance of 
knowing the land we call home. No longer satisfied 
with a mere photo of a sunset, some are longing for 
a relationship with nature. We are finding ourselves 
both physically and emotionally nourished by this 
journey back to the earth.

It shouldn’t be surprising that the deeper we 
understand the natural world, the more we’ll respect 
it. Becoming familiar with the plants and animals we 
share space with is a kind of homing.

We slow down and notice the differences between 
one shrub and the next, between a healthy stream and 
one that is turbid. In time, we no longer need someone 
to teach us everything because nature itself becomes 
our instructor, and observation our guidebook.

We can start mending our broken connection with 
the planet today, taking on the curiosity of a child 
and noticing what is growing outside our front door. 
Remedies for bee stings are poking out from cracks 
along the sidewalk. Evergreen tips rich in vitamin C 
are waving their hands in a vibrant green hello.

Making friends with an herb nerd, wild harvester 
or passionate gardener can be the key to a whole 
new way of looking at the world around us. Careful 
identification and understanding is important. After all, 
medicine, whether it be from a pharmacy or trailhead, 
can be powerful and is deserving of respect.

As with all that we put in or on our bodies, we 
should do our research and distinguish between 
toxin and treasure.
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Environmental Issues 
Raised by the Mill 
Shutdown

Ellen Gould     

The “indefinite curtailment” of the Catalyst Powell 
River pulp and paper mill this past December 
has historical significance. The local mill was the 
first to produce paper in BC, starting up in 1912, 
and grew to be the largest in North America. Its 
closure in a way symbolizes a pattern of de-
industrialization, with the province getting fewer 
value-added jobs and other benefits from the 
resource sector. If a major enterprise does not 
take over the mill site, this will create a huge hole 
in the City’s budget since Catalyst currently pays 
17% of all property taxes.

In terms of the environmental implications of the 
shutdown, locals with in-depth knowledge of the 
mill’s operations have raised questions about how 
the site is going to be cleaned up and needed 
environmental maintenance be done after Catalyst 
leaves. What will happen with all the asbestos, 
especially in the old kraft mill facilities? Who 
will maintain the mill’s landfill site in Wildwood 
and ensure the leachate it produces is collected 
and treated? What will be done with the PCBs, 
particularly in the old transformers and breakers? 
What plans are there to clean up contaminants in 
the marine environment?

The provincial Ministry of Environment has 
required Catalyst to provide a curtailment plan 
and regular reports on site remediation work. The 
concern is that this work might be largely limited 
to containing rather than permanently resolving 
environmental problems associated with the site. 
If the cleanup becomes too costly to Catalyst’s 
parent corporation, will the site be spun off to 
another company that will declare bankruptcy 
rather than do the needed work?

The Ministry of the Environment has told Catalyst 
it needs to engage with the local community on its 
cleanup plans. A local ad hoc group has sent a list 

of pointed questions to Catalyst to get answers 
on key areas of concern. It is also looking into 
whether a lien could be secured against the 
property to ensure that the necessary remediation 
work is done.

Another major issue related to the mill’s shutdown 
is what is happening to all the locally generated 
hydro power that used to be dedicated exclusively 
to the mill. Powell River Energy Inc. is currently 
exporting all the power from the Powell and Lois 
river dams to the US and has applied to get 
an export permit to do this for at least another 
ten years. Powell River Energy is owned and 
controlled by Brookfield Renewable, a company 
based in the tax haven of Bermuda.

Catalyst has stated that one of the reasons the 
mill had to be curtailed was because Powell River 
Energy was refusing to give it a secure supply of 
electricity. Both Catalyst and the Tla’amin Nation 
have written to the federal regulator to oppose the 
ten year export permit saying that Powell River 

There is something viscerally alive in us when we 
provide for our needs by growing our own food 
and medicine or by harvesting them from nature. 
Sourcing locally also happens to be good for the 
earth when done sustainably. We can say farewell to 
plastic packaging as well, as that’s one thing Mother 
Nature doesn’t grow on trees.

Let’s Talk Trash is qathet Regional District’s waste 
reduction education program. For more information, 
email info@letstalktrash.ca or go to LetsTalkTrash.
ca.
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CO2 and Other Garbage

By Mike Demuth, P.Eng., P.Geo. 
Research Geoscientist

In this installment of CO2 and Other Garbage we 
will quickly head over to the NOAA Mauna Loa 
Observatory and see where we are at as it concerns 
current CO2 levels, but then we will take a little bit 
of a detour and get a little more, 
what could I say, EDITORIAL.

We are up 2.23 ppm from 
Summer Solstice last year; and 
the weekly value ten years ago 
was 395.92 ppm.

Check out the details with the 
thumbnail link and keep an eye on how the daily, 
weekly and monthly values are changing.

So, we’ve received some comments, both internal 
to qCA, but several also from readers, that [some 
articles are too “academic”], “I couldn’t get past the 
first paragraph before my eyes glazed over”… that 
sort of thing.

In-line with allied social justice issues and approaches 
towards creating better understanding and thereby 
behavioural change, I think it’s time for the reader to 
do the work—or at least more of the work.

Behind us are the days where everything is 
going to be spelled out for you because, say, 
your “eyes glazed over” or “you lost me in the 
first paragraph”.

That’s on you.  The spoon feeding is over.  You don’t 
understand something?, look it up; or ask someone 
who does.  Avoid putting on the science writer the 

matter that perhaps you may have cruised through 
schooling or worse, did not stay in school.

Climate science is complicated stuff, and there’s 
going to be some graphs and numbers.  So, pull up 
a chair and get into it if you’re really, truly inclined to 
make a difference instead of just making a point.

Now, I may not have yet had my second cup of coffee 
this morning, but come on, if you think we are going 
to manage through the climate crisis through the 
means and ways of “instant gratification”, then you 
are part of the problem, and not part of the solution.

The other matter I’ll be writing about as this column 
evolves is letting the young people off the hook.  
Our youth have been some of the most vocal 
about needed change, but have not the resources 
or leverage to make the large inroads needed in 
society to avert what’s coming and manage what’s 
already here.

So, yes, all of us middle aged folks and older, start 
thinking along the lines that you are not evolving 
something for future generations, as much as 
you are borrowing it from them!!

The planet’s vast but finite resilience is not some 
reverse mortgage.  I ask that you refer back to the 
last CAPR-icorn (Issue V, 2022, Spring), and recall 
the sociological phenomenon of bounded rationality 
- where we limit decisions to information right in 
front of us, and fill in the rest with our own story 
or biases.

As a refresher, bounded rationality takes 
advantage of three things: i) limited (or selected) 
information; ii) time poverty; and iii) the limited 
experience of the target audience.  In many 
contexts bounded rationality uses vagueness as 
a means to lever uncertainty.

CO2
420.91  ppm

June 21, 2022

418.68 ppm
June 21, 2021 

Energy should be dedicating the power for local 
economic development projects.

Powell River Energy’s hydro operations are only 
possible because they have permission to use 
Crown, land, rights of way and water licenses. 
Their parent company, Brookfield Renewable, 
claims in its annual reports that given the public 
approvals they require they also need to ensure 
they maintain a “social license” by “proactively” 
engaging with communities. However, both 
Catalyst and Tla’amin say they were essentially 
blindsided by Powell River Energy’s application to 
export all the power they generate to the US.

In objecting to Powell River Energy’s export 
application, the Tla’amin Nation raised the 

environmental price that was paid to build 
the Powell River dam: “Powell Lake formerly 
supported rich salmon runs including sockeye. 
The dam destroyed the habitat.” The Nation has 
said restoration of the salmon habitat has to be 
part of the future of the Powell River dam.

While the environmental challenges posed by the 
shutdown of the mill and the operation of local 
dams are daunting, perhaps now is a critical time for 
longstanding environmental problems to be addressed 
and local habitats to be restored. To realize this kind 
of positive outcome though will take committed, active 
involvement by concerned citizens. 
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Bounded rationality causes us to make satisfactory, 
good enough, choices, but that does not necessarily 
mean that those choices are optimal or ideal.

Sure, we want to get past any crisis, like the Covid 
SARs2 epidemic, but willing it away, as in you’re 
“done with it”, does not make it so.   Neither does 
being the “passive denier” – one that recognizes 
a threat, even agrees on the matters related to 
its causes, but simply carries on status quo—
BECAUSE THEY CAN.

The inevitability of our extractive way of life is that 
we have largely created the climate stress we are 
under.  Again, you can’t necessarily make it to the 
other side of catastrophe because you want to.  
“Planning to stop” is different than “having to stop” 
behaving in a manner that harms the future of our 
youth; harms, the climate and hydrological stability 
we have long taken for granted.  Remember, we 
are biological beings and so there are rules we 
have to follow.

It’s not just about smarter and greener—none of 
those things will matter if what we do is not more 
FAIR—I and I don’t mean fairness in terms of the 
rubbish about “freedom” that certain acolytes of 
the far- right are spewing.  I mean, empathize with 
the Bangladeshi in the shadow of the Brahmaputra 
Basin on one side and rising sea level on the other!

Don’t let those pushing false dilemmas/choices, 
and levering bounded rationality, steer you away 
from what is real.  Be smart; be empathetic; be the 
Canadian whose reputation we take for granted.  It 
does not take long for those around us to recognize 
our true colours, and that just let’s troglodyte 
politicians and fake everything from truckers to 
bikers to veterans obtain from you a bigger piece of 
your attention landscape than they deserve.

REPEAT, REPEAT, REPEAT: AN ACTUAL PLAN

As we head into the Autumn election season:

1. Fire those who are getting in the way – politicians, 
green washers, deniers and oil and gas apologists;

2. Find the remaining sane climate scientists, 
climate, water and energy security specialists, and 
finally follow their advice.  If they’re vaguely upbeat 
and obsequious, give them a pass.  Listen to the 
gloomy pessimists who have an actual plan;

3. Work with your community, your population and 
with every other country around the planet. Be happy 
to accept the cost, inconvenience and hardship, and 
re-distribute resources so that people don’t starve.  
It’s going to be that simple!

Let’s not let “hope is waiting for someone else to do 
it” manifest something that we did indeed have the 
ability to prevent.

Again, you cannot just move past catastrophe 
because you want to – “planning to stop” is different 
than “having to stop”.

Throughout history, humankind has run far and 
fast from selfhood.  It has been easier to allow 
others to think for us, to make our decisions, 
to determine what suits us, and to tell us how 
we should live.  Humans have been pliably 
manipulated in order to accomplish the goals of 
the greedy, other determined rulers, as well as 
by “polite” society.

It takes courage and insight to rebel against 
the mundane existence of not being our own 
persons.  Pack or herd mentality is for the weak 
willed or the faint hearted.
From Earth Medicine, By Jamie Sams

Find the smart, fair, climate warrior I know is in you 
and hire the leader and politician that is truly in it for 
you and the Love you want to send into the future.
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Whose Land is it?

We live lives of relative luxury compared 
with generations past, but this comes at 
a cost, both to the earth and to us
Ingalisa Burns 

Imagine a stranger walking into your house, dragging 
their dirty shoes over your carpets and helping 
themselves to whatever is in your cupboards.

That might just be how Mother Nature feels much of 
the time in the relationship to humanity. The same 
might be said for the First Peoples of the lands we all 
now call home.

Approaching the use of the earth’s resources and 
land ownership with the same sensitivity you would 
entering a stranger’s home might be a good place to 
begin righting our imbalanced relationship with them. 
Sometimes we unwittingly act more like looters than 
stewards of the earth.

The more we witness the planet and its creation’s 
majesty, the more ridiculous it is to imagine we could 
ever claim ownership over any part of it. The earth is 
alive and autonomous and many cultures have such 
acknowledgement embedded in their language.

Trees are people. Rivers have stories. Seeds are 
never owned.

Before we build or plant, demolish or cut down, we 
could pause and observe. That pace of movement 
isn’t the norm in western culture but we can begin to 
invite it no matter how foreign.

It might start with appreciating the food on our plate 
and calling to mind and heart where it came from and 
what was required to get it into our willing stomachs. 
Planting a garden, no matter the size, or supporting 
local farmers’ markets also gets us in tune with the 
growing season, the deep satisfaction of knowing 
where our food comes from, and the miracle of a 
seed sprouting into food for our pantry.

Expanding our awareness outward, we can look 
at the objects we bring into our lives with greater 
reverence, calling to mind what it might have required 
to make them.

Learning how to make or repair something we would 
normally buy or have fixed is a wonderful way to 
reconnect to the true story of things in our world. 
There is nothing like firsthand experience to bring a 
greater sense of patience and appreciation for how 
easily we acquire so much of what we rely on.

We live lives of relative luxury compared with 
generations past, but this comes at a cost, both 
to the earth and to us. The cost to the earth is 
becoming obvious with depleting agricultural lands, 
rising temperatures, hiked gas prices, and seeds and 
animals disappearing altogether.

The cost to us may be more subtle and yet of 
profound importance. The more disconnected we are 
from the land that sustains us, the less we can learn 
its encyclopedia full of wisdom, readily available to 
those who look up from their screens and step out of 
the fast lane.

It’s all about relationship, and relationship is forged 
through shared experience and unfolding of personal 
stories. This takes time, but is so enriching.

When time or body won’t allow us to get as involved 
in taking care of our daily needs, we can honour 
the earth by learning about it. Unwinding with the 
family watching an enthralling nature series can get 
everyone more in tune with the natural world.

There are free, short films available on WaterBear 
and elsewhere online.

Slowing down enough for reverence could be 
our greatest gift to ourselves, the earth and future 
generations.

Let’s Talk Trash is qathet Regional District’s waste 
reduction education program. For more information, 
email info@letstalktrash.ca or go to LetsTalkTrash.ca.
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The Name Change

Dillon Johnson  

My name is Dillon Johnson. I was born and raised 
here. My dad’s side of the family has been here 
quite a while. Some of you might remember Burg & 
Johnson, (which became Irly Bird and now Rona) - 
that was my late grandpa. My mom’s side has been 
here a little while longer. By about 10,000 years.

I have another name in addition to Dillon. I was given 
the name toqʷanən by my grandmother, Dr. Elsie 
Paul about 30 years ago. toqʷanən is a place name 
– it’s the Tla’amin name for Theodosia, and I’m not 
the only Tla’amin person who has carried that name. 
In Tla’amin culture, sometimes we name people 
after places. But not the other way around. There 
isn’t a single place in the territory that is named after 
a Tla’amin person.

Places have importance - greater than any one 
person. This place has importance. To all of us - 
to all our ancestors who have lived here and to all 
of our future generations who will live here.  That 
importance is certainly greater than Israel Powell. A 
man who had never even been here. Not to mention 
his colonial greatest hits. The only thing that the Israel 
Powell defenders have in common with that man is 
the colour of their skin. And that’s not a good reason 
to keep his name associated with these lands.

As mentioned, I grew up here - in Tla’amin, and also 
Townsite and Wildwood. My parents split when my 
sisters and I were young. I’ve had a foot in each 
world my whole life. And every part of me knows that 
a name change is the right thing to do – and that it 
will happen.

Whether it is this City Council that will show that 
leadership remains to be seen. I hope they do. It is 
never wrong to do the right thing.

The demographic divide on this issue is very visible. 
In general, older Caucasian folks are opposed; 
others and younger people know it’s the right 
thing to do. Younger generations have had more 
opportunity to learn about the horrendous legacy of 
colonialism. Young people have a natural curiosity 
and sense of justice. They believe in inclusivity. 
They want to address systemic racism and they 
aren’t afraid of reconciliation.

So, while the “I ❤ PR concerned citizens” and the 
Facebook keyboard warriors may sway this City 
Council from deciding that a new name is the right 
path forward. The fact is we all have an expiry 
date. Outdated discriminatory beliefs and sense 

of superiority are on their way out, while younger 
generations that value social, racial and environmental 
justice are on their way up. This a movement that is 
not going away. The owners of the Cleveland Indians 
and Washington Redskins said adamantly for years 
that they would never change their name, until they 
did. As my chichia (grandmother) would say, it’s like 
trying to stop the tide from coming in. It’s progress. 
And it shouldn’t be feared. 

Because that rising tide will raise all boats. The 
entire community will be better for it – socially and 
economically. Finding a new name will bring the 
community together, and the new attention and 
tourism will bring in more money than it will cost to 
replace signs and stationary.

Reconciliation is not “your people took our land, 
children, and tried to erase our culture”, so now it’s 
our turn to take your land, children and erase your 
culture. Not even close.  A name change for the 
municipality may be a slight inconvenience for some 
but it will not affect the way of life of residents here. 

Regarding the calls for a referendum – that would be 
the most damaging, divisive and expensive course 
of action. It would not give a voice to Tla’amin – 
who have been here for millennia. Nor the youth, 
who have a lot more time left here than the folks 
who would turn up to vote. A referendum would 
be an embarrassment for this community – both 
immediately and into the future. 

In closing, the name Powell River is completely 
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Reading Between the 
Lines…the Headlines 
That Is

A multiple RECENT week collection of the latest 
headlines posted on the qCA Facebook site which 
has been tracking the climate change story in local 
and world media for several years now.  Have a look!

Satellite spots world’s largest methane leak in Russian coal mine 
—BBC.COM

Climate denial is dead on Facebook. What replaced it is more 
insidious.     —PROTOCOL.COM

Calgary expected to receive average June rainfall in 48 hours 
—CALGARY.CTVNEWS.CA

Recent study highlights major threat to honey bee population 
—BC.CTVNEWS.CA

Hopes for a new generation of electric hydrofoils – tech with 
Canadian roots   —CBC.CA

Funding needed for climate disasters jumped more than 800% 
in 20 years     —NATIONALOBSERVER.COM

Canada’s kelp forests are at risk: A seaweed farmer is trying to 
save them —CBC.CA

Torrential rain kills dozens in southern China: Climate change 
amplifies floods —CNN.COM

How last year’s heat dome helped unleash clouds of pollen 
now plaguing Western Canada     —CBC.CA

A sunny outlook for energy on Canada’s windy Prairies  
—DAVIDSUZUKI.ORG

UN warns of “total societal collapse” due to breaching of 
planetary boundaries —BYLINETIMES.COM

Global Warming After Emissions End  
—CONSORTIUMNEWS.COM

Climate Change: New Zealand’s Plan to Tax Cow & Sheep Burps 
—BBC.COM

Wildfire in Southern Spain forces 2,000 people to flee  
—CBC.CA

Using natural gas as a climate solution will become a climate 
problem —CBC.CA

EU lawmakers support banning gasoline cars by 2035  
—CNN.COM

Big industry can lower costs as feds launch first offset credit 
market —NATIONALOBSERVER.COM

World risks ‘sleepwalking to disaster’  
—NATIONALOBSERVER.COM

Doctor’s groups push for truth in advertising when it comes to 
fossil fuels     —NATIONALOBSERVER.COM

First carbon offset market coming to help big industry cut 
emissions at lower cost  —CBC.CA

Climate Change: Ukraine war sparks fossil fuel gold rush  
—BBC.COM

Lawmakers reject EU’s centerpiece climate legislation as 
energy pressures bite —CNN.COM

The ethics of tinkering with the Earth’s atmosphere to tackle 
climate change   —NATIONALOBSERVER.COM

Bonn Climate Conference: The world is cooked if we carry on 
with coal —BBC.COM

Climate crisis costs up over 800% as UN donor nations fail to 
keep pace —CNN.COM

arbitrary and inappropriate. Tla’amin has not said 
the name needs to be this or that – the ask that 
came forward was to change the name. We have an 
opportunity today to show our youth, future generations 

and the rest of the world that we are an inclusive and 
progressive community. So, let’s work together and 
find a more suitable name that celebrates this beautiful 
place we call home. ʔi:mot (thanks). 
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We cannot adapt our way out of climate crisis, warns leading 
scientis  —The Guardian

BC transit will add 11 electric buses to its fleet by summer 
2023 —Victoria Buzz

Switzerland’s Largest City is shutting off Natural Gas for good 
– EURONEWS.COM

Food Supply Chains are in Crisis. Could these futuristic farms 
fix that? —GLOBALNEWS.CA

Drought stricken US warned of looming ‘dead pool’. —BBC.
COM  

TMX….Pipeline or Money Pit —MAILCHI.MP

VEGAN Fast-food Franchise with BIG MAC Homage coming 
to Vancouver —CTVNEWS.CA

Flooding concerns arise across B.C. as temperatures climb  
—GLOBALNEWS.CA

For this remote First Nation, installing heat pumps is worth it  
—CBC.CA

Give up your drier: It’s easier than you think 
—NATIONALOBSERVER.COM

250 Tonnes of debris pulled from B.C. Rivers  
—BC.CTVNEWS.CA

15 People charged with Criminal Contempt  
—BC.CTVNEWS.CA

Campbell River Estuary is a restoration showcase of salmon 
habitat —NATIONALOBSERVER.COM

Germany slashing public transit fares by 90%  
—Bloomberg.com/news

Exxon ordered to trial over alleged climate crimes  
—NATIONALOBSERVER.COM

Scientists warn future temperatures will test human ability to 
survive —CBC.CA

Report discredits ‘carbon neutral’ World Cup claim —BBC.COM

Canada’s biggest banks quietly prop up TMX  
—NATIONALOBSERVER.COM

“It seems this heat will take our lives” Pakistan city fearful after 
hitting 51C —THEGUARDIAN.COM

The Business Case for Net Zero: Cutting emissions far less 
costly than doing nothing —THETYEE.CA

Climate Change threatening maple syrup industry  
—GLOBALNEWS.CA

One of Vancouver’s ‘Rainbow Ferries’ gets an electric 
makeover —CBC.CA

How to use food waste for good —BBC.COM

Faster, Cleaner, Greener: What lies ahead for the world’s 
railways —CNN.COM

New England pediatricians say more kids are experiencing 
climate change anxiety —NHPR.ORG

The above list is an accumulation of articles related 
to the broader topic of climate change gathered 
recently.  The exposure that climate change is getting 
in the media is intense, even given consideration of 
the distraction created by the continuing pandemic 
and the conflict in Ukraine.  This is a significant and 
gradual increase over past time periods and it does 
illustrate that it is now almost impossible for the 
general public to ignore the problem, although one 
still wonders what they are prepared to do about it.

There is a real question though as to how this 
exposure is affecting behaviours that are causing 
climate change.  It is apparent that some important 
efforts are being made by some governments and 
industries to make changes although the feature 
of ‘greenwashing’ is becoming omnipresent.  
‘Greenwashing’ is in simple terms pretending to 
be doing something to help the environment when 
not. But it is very difficult to evaluate the scale of 
individual person-based change.  Yes there are 
certainly more EVs on the roads, and long waits 
for orders to come in, but again, it is very difficult to 
evaluate how effective these changes are.

In other words, how we are doing to address the 
climate change problem remains highly questionable, 
and the mainstream media isn’t really helping the 
general public evaluate the situation.  Of course the 
perennial questions about how much and how fast 
are enough are still very concerning.  If you accept 
the current scientific evaluations, and there is no 
good reason not to, we are still very much behind 
in making the changes required to fend off the worst 
consequences.  It is becoming clearer that they will 
occur in specific regions and not homogenously 
around the planet, as they are now.  Forecasts 
are expressed in terms of some areas becoming 
uninhabitable, and/or incapable of producing secure 
food supplies.  Indeed this is happening now and the 
implications for mass migration and all the potential 
consequences of that are very worrisome.

The following excerpt from the website ‘climatetracker.
org’ paints a very worrisome picture:

Despite Glasgow Climate Pact 2030 climate target 
updates have stalled —June 3, 2022
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Despite the clear warning on the extreme dangers of 
exceeding 1.5°C warming from the IPCC, progress 
on new, more ambitious 2030 climate targets and 
participation in sectoral initiatives have stalled since 
COP26 in Glasgow. This goes against the clear 
agreement of the Glasgow Pact to update national 
2030 climate targets in 2022.

Without increased government action, the world 
will still emit twice the greenhouse gas emissions 
in 2030 than is allowed under the 1.5°C limit of 
the Paris Agreement. The world is heading to 
a warming of 2.4°C with 2030 targets and even 
higher, 2.7°C, with current policies.

Global greenhouse gas emissions pathways for CAT 
estimates of policies and action, 2030 targets only, 
2030 and binding long-term targets and an optimistic 
pathway based on net zero targets of over 140 
countries in comparison to a 1.5°C consistent pathway.

With this looming emissions gap in 2030, it is 
important that all governments revisit and strengthen 

their climate targets. It is not enough for them to 
make marginal or no improvements.

If the EU, the USA and China were to increase their 
NDC values by 5 to 10 percentage points, this would 
narrow the 17–20 GtCO2e gap by a further 3–4 
GtCO2e or around 20%. The EU would be a primary 
candidate for being the first large country to update 
its NDC, as the agreement to increase the renewable 
target would lead to overachievement of the NDC.

Governments need to take several steps to update 
their climate targets in 2022. Ultimately, they need 
to submit a full updated NDC with a more ambitious 
target. Along the way they can participate in new 
sectoral initiatives and/or implement additional 
national policies, whose effect goes well beyond the 
originally proposed target—and then officially submit 
this information to the UNFCCC.
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Six Action areas to reduce Powell River’s 
carbon and ecological footprint and meet the 

Paris Agreement targets for 2030:

1. Reduce beef/pork/lamb by 75% (and substitute with 
fish, chicken and legumes) and reduce dairy (without 
substitution) by 50%15

2. Reduce food waste post-purchase 30% 

3. Eliminate fossil fuel use in buildings 

4. Reduce Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) 50% 

5. Convert 70% of vehicle fleet to electric & the remaining 
30% to hybrid, also converting 50% of Light Trucks/
SUV hybrids to Small/Compact Car hybrids

6.  Reduce VKT 25% in private vehicle fleet
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